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The design of an architectural form and the reception of 

the completed structure are both influenced by numer

ous factors. While architects strive to incorporate theoretical 

ideas into the built environment, writers and the general 

public may interpret meanings different from those initially 

intended. There exists a commonly held notion that archi

tectural identity is fixed or homogeneous. This belief is 

challenged by an understanding of the diversity or anxiety of 

influences that shape both the design and the reception of a 

building. 

Place Bonaventure, a multi-use reinforced concrete com

plex in downtown Montreal (Figure 1), was designed and 

built in 1964-67 by the architectural firm Affleck, Desbarats, 

Dimakopoulos, Lebensold & Sise, informally known as "Archi

tects in Cooperative Partnership" (ARCOP). Place Bonaventure is 

a seminal work in the career of architect Raymond T. Affleck 

(1922-89) . As partner in charge of the project, Affleck was 

given an unprecedented opportunity to apply theoretical ideas 

to a method of architectural production. Knowledge of the 

roots of Affleck's design stance during the Place Bonaventure 

project and of how the building was perceived and politicized 

by writers from within and from outside the architectural 

establishment permit a multi-level understanding of this 

massive mixed-use complex. 

The philosophical position of Affleck at the time of the 

Place Bonaventure project can be traced in part to his formal 

training at McGill University from 1941 to 194 7. The school 

of architecture, under the direction of John Bland, incorpo

rated into its study program the principles characteristic of the 

Modern Movement as derived from the Bauhaus School of 

Design in Germany. 1 The professional diversity of the faculty 

recalled the pedagogical belief of Walter Gropius, Bauhaus 

director (Weimar, 1919-25; Dessau, 1925-28), in the "common 

citizenship of all forms of creative work, and their logical in

terdependence on one another in the modern world. "2 As a 

student, Affleck was exposed to concepts involving an inter

disciplinary approach to building design, a concern for the 

intervention of architecture into social matters, and an 

experimentation with architectural form, space, and materials. 

The School of Architecture offered the students an oppor-
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tunity to view the built environment from many perspec

tives. The eclectic staff assembled by Bland in the 1940s 

included Canadian designer and painter Gordon Webber.3 

McGill graduate Arthur Erickson recalled that Webber, 

whose own artworks incorporated various media, "made you 

study the potential of materials, following Bauhaus methods."4 

Swiss-born architect Frederic Lasserre, who later was to play a 

central role in the establishment of the University of British 

Columbia's school of architecture, expressed the need for 

Canadian architects to play the "democratic" role of "intermed

iary between the building industry .. . and town planning which 

represents the interests of society - of the people."5 Lasserre 

perceived the postwar Canadian architect as a "servant" of the 

nation, but cautioned that the designer could not perform this 

intermediate job alone.6 McGill sociology professor Carl A. 
Dawson, in the words of ARCOP partner and McGill alumnus 

Guy Desbarats, "opened the eyes of many students to the 

mysteries of the whole range of human cares in housing, in a 

metropolitan, cosmopolitan city like Montreal."7 Affleck had 

progressively gained a strong social conscience since his youth 

and his experience at the school of architecture reinforced this.8 

Collaboration, humanization of the built environment, and 

experimentation with form, space, and materials were concepts 

to which Affleck was directly exposed at McGill. Collectively, 

these ideas were first implemented in a creative process when 

ARCOP received the Place Bonaventure commission. Affleck's 

chosen readings at the time of the Place Bonaventure project 

enabled him to order, validate, and expand upon the basic 

architectural positioning he developed at McGill. It was theorist 

Marshall McLuhan (1911-80), and in particular his 1964 book 

Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man, that most inspired 

Affleck's approach to the design of Place Bonaventure.9 {It 

was in The Gutenberg Galaxy [ 1962] that McLuhan intro

duced the concept of the world as a "global village," made 

possible through mass communication systems that offered a 

decentralized vision of the universe .) In a 1989 interview, 

Affleck recalled 

my excitement back in 1965 when I first read Understanding Media 

- every paragraph a challenge to the conventional wisdom .... 



Figure 1. Place Bonaventure, Montreal, built 1964-67, Affleck, Desbarats, Dimakopoulos, Lebensold & Sise (ARCOP), architects, Raymond T. Affleck, partner in charge. 
(Place Bonaventure, Montreal [Montreal: n.p., 1 990], courtesy of Place Bonaventure Inc.) 

I found most of McLuhan's work strikingly o riginal, but sometimes I 

felt I already understood his probes, albeit in a halting vague unstruc

tured way. What he did was bring it all together in a meaningful way 

fitti ng it in to the fab ric of rhe emerging post- modern world. 10 

O ne of Affleck's primary concerns in the design of Place 
Bonaventure was the quality of spaces that people experi

enced with all of their senses; the art of architecture was not 
just a visual exercise fo r Affleck. In Understanding Media, 

McLuhan explained: 

This fac ulty of touch, called the 'hap tic' se nse by the Greeks, was 

popularized as such by the Bauhaus program of sensuous education, 

through the work of Paul Klee, W alter Gropius, and many others in 

the Germany of the 1920's .... More and more it has occurred to 

people that the sense of touch is necessary to integral existence.
11 

Affleck admired McLuhan's approach to art. Of particular 

importance were "his perceptions about the multi-sensual 
environment - his critique of our tendency to stress the 

visual sense at the expense of the other senses, particularly 
the tactile." 11 McLuhan's theories helped Affleck understand 

the medium of architec ture as space itself, and enabled 

him "to develop the design process around probes of spatial 
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Figure 2. Place Bonaventure, detail of ribbed concrete facade. (J.A. Viloria, 1993) 

experience."13 The use of rough-textured reinforced concrete 

for Place Bonaventure exemplified Affleck's concern for tac

tility (Figure 2) . It was also a matter of convenience: since 

the construction of Place Bonaventure coincided with the 

preparations for the 1967 World Exposition held in Montreal, 

the selection of concrete was due largely to the sparsity of 

other materials that had been diverted to the site and pavil

ions of the fair. 14 

Affleck referred to the methods undertaken in the design 

of Place Bonaventure as a "game" in which all of the players 

maintained a "professional level of commitment." He employed 

Venn diagrams to illustrate the generative practice that he 

supported (Figure 3) .15 He admired McLuhan's ideas concern

ing productivity, explaining that 

McLuhan's insights also helped me break away from a rigid linear 

process of design, design development, and dec ision making. 

The alternative process involved simultaneity and dialogue among 

the principal players- replacing a linear process by a cyclical one -

that operates through the intersection of imaging, judging, and 

understanding.16 

Affleck echoed the thoughts of McLuhan, who wrote that 

"Games are situations contrived to permit simultaneous par

ticipation of many people in some significant pattern of their 

own corporate lives." 17 

Affleck's understanding of McLuhan was reinforced by the 

work of theorist William J.J. Gordon, who discussed the con

cept of "synectics," from the Greek "the joining together of 

different and apparently irrelevant elements." Gordon applied 

this definition to the idea of an "integration of diverse indi

viduals into a problem-stating problem-solving group." 15 His 
idea of "synectics" was consistent with McLuhan's thoughts 

regarding productivity and with the collaborative procedure 

undertaken in the design of Place Bonaventure, which, in 

turn, was an extension of Gropius's belief in the union of all 

forms of creative work. For the design of Place Bonaventure, 
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Figure 3. Raymond T. Affleck, Venn diagram depicting the design decision-making 
process. (Raymond T. Affleck, "Place Bonaventure, The Architect's View," 
Architecture Canada 44, no. 7 [July 1967}: 32) 

Affleck acknowledged that sources of creativity were not 

limited to members of the architectural team; he found that 

"the origination of basic concepts frequently transcended pro

fessional or occupational divisions." 19 This design process was 

encouraged by the fac t that the financial backers of the 

proj ec t, the Concordia Estates Development Company, 

included friends and contemporaries of Affleck whom he had 

met during his studies at McGill University.20 

Affleck was equally concerned with systems of circulation 

(Figure 4), an interest that seems to have been supported by 

his reading of McLuhan. Affleck observed: 

As the program-design process advanced, it rapidly became apparent 

that it was not the design of the entities themselves that was the 

major problem, but rather the design of the linkages and connections 

between these diverse functions. This led to the development of an 

ex tensive sys tem of pedestrian circulation, both horizontal and 

vertical, and the architectural celebration of significant nodal points 

within the system. 21 



While indi vi du ; d ~ in volved in the de~ i gn of I'Ltce 

13onavenLure p;trLic ipa tn l in a dialog ue in the ;tllempt to 

;tchie ve producti ve IT~ ult'>, e;tch com ponen t of Place 

13on;tve nture w;t~ designed with ;t focu s on their inLerrebtiom . 

These ide;t.s ;tre ;malogo us to Mcluhan\ oh~erv: ttiom reg;trd 

ing elect ri ca l autom;ttion: 

Anyh.,d y wit" ht·gitts to cx;llnittt· tltt· p<tll e rtt \ of <llJLotnatiott finJ, 

dt ;tt pnfc·cting dtc ittdividu;d tnacltine by lltaking it aut<Hnati c 

invo lves 'fcnlhac k.' That llle< ttt.\ itttroJuc ing an inform;ttio n loop or 

circuit, where before there haJ been merely ;tone w;t y fl ow or 

lliL"C it<~nic;d \t:qlll"tlCe .... FeeJh.,c k or di;doguc between the mcch;m

islll <llld its environtncnt brings " furtlt c r weaving of inJiviJu«l 

nt<~c hines into " g;~!;,xy of such mac hines throughout the e ntire 

pL111t. Then: follows a st ill further wcaving of inJiviJu«l plants ;mJ 

(;tcturics into tlw L"lltirL· inJustri;d lll<~ trix anJ \crv iccs of a c ulturc.
22 

Place 13o na ve nLure incorpo rates a shopping concourse, 

exhibition hall, merchandise mart, international track centre , 

ami ho tel , and each of these d ements can be seen as a 

"mec hani sm" woven together thro ugh a communic a ti ve 

system of circu la tion. Furthermore, the enti re fo rm of Place 

13onave nture is connec ted to ex terior systems of pedestri an, 

subway, ra ilway , and, to an extent, highway transporta tion 

(Figure 5). 

A divers ity of meanings has been applied to Place 

13onavenrure hy writers within the field of architecture and urban 

planning, as well as by those working outside of the disciplines 

of design. As a matter o f co urse, Place Bo n aventure has 

acq uired many architectural identities. While an analys is of 

Aff1cck's formal education and chosen readings allows for an 

interpretation of the goals and facto rs underlying the design 

and construc tion of Place Bonaventure, knowledge of his 

stance is no t necessary in applying meaning to the structure. 

"Designers may in fact try to anticipate ," wrote Juan Pablo 

Bonta, "and to eve n control, people's interpre tation of these 

Figure 4. Place Bonaventure, section looking south, 1966. (ARCOP Archive, 

Bibliotheque nationale du Quebec) 

Figure 5. Place Bonaventure, south facade. (J.A. Viloria, 1994) 

Figure 6. Place Bonaventure, north facade . (J.A. Viloria, 1994) 

forms - but their ultimate failure in achieving effective control 

need no t invalidate the process of assignment of meaning.":; 

The ex tent to which individuals were aware of Affleck's 

intentions have affec ted their approach to and understanding 

of the structure. Methods such as formal analysis, classifica

tion , and soc ialism have been used to si tu ate the complex 

within a particular trend: Reyner Banham, for example, exam

ined Place Bonaventure within the context of what he termed 

a global "megas tructure movement" that occurred in the 

1960s and 1970s,:.; while Kenneth Frampton, among o thers, 

situated the building within a stylistic time line , claiming that 

the rough concrete exterior of the building (Figure 6 ) was 

"clearly derived as surface syntax" from Paul Rudolph's Art 

and A rchitecture building at Yale University, and ultimately 

derived from the later work of Le Corbusier.:; 

The building has also been placed in a nationalist context 

by writers within the province of Quebec. Jean-Claude Marsan, 

in his 1981 work Montreal in Evolution, compared the building 

to the mass ive Complexe Desjardins , built in 1972 by La 

Societe La Haye-Ouellet (Figure 7).
26 

Marsan wrote that 

Complexe Desjardins constituted the best symbol, at the time, 

of the advancement o f French Canadians to architectural 
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Figure 7. La Societe La Haye-Ouellet, Complexe Desjardins. 1972. (Place 
Desjardins Inc.) 

paritY \\ith th~ r~st ,,f North Am~rica.:; Montr~al archit~ct 
t-.ldvin Charn~y int~rpr~t~d Compkx~ D~sjardins as "th~ last 

gasp ,,f tht? Qui~t Rt?volution" of 1960-70, a p~riod in which 

Qu~b~c was rapi,ily nwd~rni:~d by a nt?\\' g~n~ration of indi

,·iduals who att~mpted to bring its governm~nt in lin~ with 

the nt?~ds of a modt?rn industrial stat~.:s As Charney point~d 
out, Complexe Desjardins "was backed by a local credit union, 

which was found~d at the turn of the century in church base

ments, and which, by the 1970's, is [sic] one of Quebec's most 

imp,,rtant financial institutions ... .'':" 

t-.larsan compared the si:e of Complexe Desjardins to that 

,,f Place Bonawnture, which he described as on~ of its "rivals.'' 

Since Complexe Desjardins was built in a sector of the city 

"traditionally associated \\ith francophones," he stated, it 

tended "to reserw this part of downtO\\TI for this group" and 

thus create a new \"ersion oi the English- and French-speaking 

"two solitudes" of the city. 3
'' From a financial standpoint, 

}, Iars an identit1ed the economic dominance of the English

and French-speaking communities in Montreal at the time, 

but his analysis excluded iniormation pertinent to a cultural 

understanding oi the city. Through his geographic and 

political comparison, Marsan infused Place Bonaventure with 

a S)1nbolic English-Canadian meaning. 

Marsan would haw one believe, therefore, that Place 

Bonaventure was created by the Anglophone establishment 

when, in fact, architects of diverse backgrounds, including 

Hungarian, Indian, and French-Canadian descent, took part 

in the design of the building. Funhem1ore, when he described 

the location of Complexe Desjardins as one "traditionally 

associated with francophones," he ignored a large, established 

Chinese community near the site . Marsan's desire to see an 

architectural and planning dichotomy shaded the reality of a 

quickly changing and growing cosmopolitan population, where 

in 1971 the first language of nearly 20 percent of the inhabi

tants of metropolitan Montreal was neither French nor English.31 

Marsan wrote seriously only of French, Irish, British, and 
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:\meri.-;m inunigratilln in l\f,,u,-,·.,/ in Et•.,/wi~>n, n,·gkcting til 

ackn.nde,lg,· th,· '\,thns"; by cPntinuing tll speak ,,f "twll 

sPiitu,ks" h,· perpetuate,l a misinterpretatilln 11f the ;Ktual 

situatilln. It is significant 111 nllte that Pia.-,· Bllna\'L'nture was 

indu,led in Claude BeauliL·u's :\r.-hir..:,·wr..: .-onlclll/llll'<lill..: ult 

Gm<idd [r,m~·,,is ( 1969). 3: Sine~ the tit!~ of the work itself 

\\'\)uld sugg~st that its Cllnt~nts \\'er~ buildings in Fr~n.-h 

Canada, Plac~ B1mav~ntur~ could be se~n as a structure that 

is symbolically Fr~nch-Canadian. In this cas~. Marsan's argu

ment \H1uld b~ furth~r tlaw~d. 

Marsan's commentary broach~d the issue of architectural 

analysis through national iniluL·nces. Wh~n writ~rs impose 

national id~ntity on a building, or whL·n archit~cts try to 

d~sign with national identity in mind, what resulting architec

tural m~aning is construct~d? The Vi/lug..: Voi.-..:'s social and 

political critic Edward Ball has addr~ssed probkms of ali~na

tion wh~n a h~terogeneous soci~ty m~~ts archit~ctur~ root~d 

in a homog~n~ous programme. 33 Ball cit~d s~asid~. Florida, a 

housing d~vdopment plann~d by DPZ Associat~s in th~ 

19SOs, as a town with a d~sign ag~nda root~d in nostalgia: 

A 'modd' town, Seaside uses Southern coastal architecture from up 

to one hundred years ago as its medium, that is, the white middle

class wrnacular architecture of the old segregated South. The town 

is proud of its own re-creations from that region and time: pedestrian 

walkways, picket fences, wood siding, and peaked roots.34 

Aside from the complaint that Seaside is not architecturally 

diverse enough, Ball voiced his distrust for such exclusionary 

design: 

Seaside and its Old South values may evoke the dominant historical 

narrative of Northern European migration to the Americas (up to 

but not including industrialization), but theoretically, African

Americans are welcome, so long as they share the same fantasy and 

walk down the same memory lane .. ,. Seaside is the town as tomb

stone. What we see in it here is a creeping nostalgia for a period that 

can only be lived as a death mask. At bottom, the motive for such a 

place is a desire to restore social relations that have been super

seded.35 

The challenge of designing for any multicultural territory, 

including Canada, is huge. How does an architect design 

structures to which many can relate? If designing with nation

alist or nostalgic themes is problematic, both for architects 

and for writers, what then would be a process in which archi

tecture could be more inclusive? Even Affleck had goals of 

epitomizing Canada, intending the rooftop garden on Place 

Bonaventure to be a reflection of the Canadian landscape 
(Figure 8}.36 

Although the search for architectural inclusiveness may 

seem futile, this should not undermine the attempts by design-



Figure 8. Place Bonaventure, detail of hotel and garden. (J.A. Viloria, 1993) 

ers and theorists to sugges t new ways , or old ways in new 

contexts, to deal with the built environment. Acknowledging 

that there is a multiplicity of viewpoints may help designers 

and historians in their creative processes. Affleck's design 

process mirror the pursuit of architectural analysis: both 

invo lve di. course rather than closure. 

Architectural identity is not fixed, and is influenced by 

counrlc~s factors, including time. The launching of Expo '67 
brought Montreal a new sense of pride and made architecture a 

subject of lively interest and fres h possibilities. Robert Fulford 

captured the atmosphere crea ted by some of the pavilions of 

the fair: 

N~w shap~s . ncw fac ts, new ideas opened up the minds of the people 

who att~mkd the ~ffa ir .... You had the sense, wherever you turned, 

thm the worlJ's problems were being solved. 37 

Newspaper articles give evidence of the general optimism 

of the city at the time. Journalist Al Palmer included several 

articles about Place Bonaventure in his daily column in the 

Montreal Gazette. Palmer extolled Place Bonaventure and the 

new structures rising in Montreal, predicting that the city 

would be a "great ... town - if they ever finish building it."38 

Unfortunately, in 1998, Montreal lacks the strong optimism 

that was so apparent in the era that Place Bonaventure was 

designed and constructed. The exterior of the structure has 

been renovated and altered, and there are many vacant spaces 

in the once bustling shopping concourse, which has been 

given a facelift at least once. 

The identities of Place Bonaventure are directly related to 

knowledge: from the perspective of the design process, much 

of Affleck's approac h came from his formal education and 

reading of Marshall Mcluhan; from the perspective of form, 

the use of concrete can be tied to particular international 

arc hitectural movements, as well as to reasons of economy 

and availability. Place Bonaventure can be read as a political 

symbol charged with contentious meanings and ideologies, or 

it can be said to embody the optimism of the city of Montreal 

during a prosperous period. Place Bonaventure can be seen, in 

yet another sense, as both a product of and an element in 

Mcluhan's "global village." It is apparent that our information 

society has allowed designers, writers, and the general public 

to shape their perceptions of this massive complex. 
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